
Wild Fire 61 

 

Chapter 61 - The Power of Meteor Fall 

  

There is a 20-minute journey from the half-orc hills to the Troll Forest. Just as Lu Yang came to the 

entrance to the Troll Forest, suddenly, Lu Yang heard a large number of footsteps from the Troll Forest. 

 

“No. Why is there such a dense footsteps in this place.” Lu Yang looked carefully into the troll forest. 

 

Suddenly, Lu Yang saw a hunter with a low-quality longbow in his hand and a pet dog rushing out of the 

woods, just to meet Lu Yang. 

 

The hunter shouted, “Run, there are trolls behind.” 

 

Lu Yang looked back, his eyes widened uncontrollably. In the troll forest, there were countless trolls, 

seemingly more than 80. 

 

“I’m going.” Lu Yang turned around and ran fast with the blazing speed. The blazing speed of level 2 

increased by 125% and the duration increased to 45 seconds. He caught up with the hunter in an 

instant. 

 

The hunter was desperately running in front. Suddenly he saw a burning black shadow catching up with 

him, and rushed to him in front of him. He looked intently and found that it was Lu Yang. 

 

“The mage runs faster than the hunter, but I’m in the halo.” Hunter Sun Yu thought stupidly. 

 

Hunters have a cheetah aura that increases movement speed by 30% when turned on. 

 

Lu Yang ran a distance of 100 yards at a stretch to escape the battle. He looked back at the hunter who 

was running away from the spear thrown by the hunter. 

 



He felt the hunter was familiar, but he couldn’t remember it. Suddenly, Lu Yang patted his head, and he 

recognized who the hunter was. 

 

He is the famous **** hunter Sun Yu of his last life. He once created a man who took a 300-level boss 

from the abyss of **** to the city of St. Gall, and almost ruined the city. 

 

Later, he was recruited by the Guild War Wolf Union, and in the later period, the Jagged War Wolf was 

defeated by Liu Jie. In order to get revenge, he repeatedly attacked Liu Jie’s elite and attacked Liu Jie. He 

was very embarrassed, but Sun Yu was no longer online. Liu Jie caught offline, his life is unknown. 

 

I didn’t expect to meet here. Lu Yang couldn’t help but think of recruiting. In all fairness, Sun Yu was 

brave enough to be loyal and a good partner and brother. 

 

Thinking of this, Lu Yang saw his fiery speed and had 15 seconds to run towards Sun Yu. 

 

Sun Yu saw Lu Yang running back and shouted in surprise: “What are you doing here, run away.” 

 

Lu Yang came to Sun Yu and asked, “Where do you pull so many blame at one time?” 

 

Sun Yu is a very talkative guy, saying: “I pull them to the checkpoint. There are 2 guards there. Each of 

these 80 monsters has been attacked by me. According to the rules of the game, even if the guards kill 

them, It’s my experience. “ 

 

Lu Yang said with a black line on his forehead, “The two guards are only 15th level. Do you feel that the 

80 trolls of the same 15th level can’t beat the two 15th level guards?” 

 

Sun Yu suddenly looked blank, and said stupidly, “Yeah, I forgot that the two guards were only level 15.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed. Although he was a great player at the later stage, he is still a young boy. 

 

Sun Yu hurriedly said, “What should I do, master, these blame are as fast as my movement speed, I can’t 

shake them off.” 



 

Lu Yang said, “If you believe me, listen to me, and team with me first.” 

 

“Okay.” Sun Yu hurriedly invited Lu Yang to form a team invitation. 

 

Lu Yang chose to agree and said, “We have now reached the level 14 wild monster area. You can see 

that there is an open space on the left. After 1 minute, you pull the monster there and leave everything 

else to me.” 

 

“Master, what are you doing?” Sun Yu asked. 

 

“You’ll know in a while, don’t forget the time.” Lu Yang patted Sun Yu’s shoulder and saw that his hot 

and fast time was up and ran towards the open space on the left. 

 

Sun Yu had no time to think, nodded, and continued to run forward with 80 trolls, while he began to 

count time. 

 

Lu Yang came to the open space, and after more than 10 consecutive Pyroblasts killed the surrounding 

monsters, he began to release the wall of fire on the open space. 

 

Because the heart of the demon reached Level 2 fire wall, the base damage reached 84 points / second. 

 

Counting spell damage, the actual damage value has reached 275 points / second, which is a god-level 

skill. 

 

However, first of all, it is necessary to arrange the sea of fire, and someone must pull the monster into 

the sea of fire. Now Sun Yu is just right. 

 

After 40 seconds, Lu Yang covered the wall of fire with a range of 16 * 16. At this time, Sun Yu was 

already pulling the monster. 

 



Seeing Lu Yang covering the wall of fire on the ground, Sun Yu did not understand what Lu Yang was 

doing to release this skill, but he ran towards this side. 

 

Lu Yang stood on a big stone and held the time. It was 10 seconds before the troll arrived by his side. He 

slowly raised the arsonist’s staff in his hand. Loud and loud syllables spit out of Lu Yang’s mouth. 

 

“Master, what are you doing?” Sun Yu has ran 30 yards from Lu Yang, and the troll behind him is 30 

yards away from Sun Yu. 

 

Lu Yang did not answer Sun Yu and continued to sing obscure syllables. 

 

9 

 

8 

 

7 

 

6 

 

5 

 

With the countdown of time, Sun Yu came to a position 10 yards away from Lu Yang. He could already 

feel the violent magical energy emanating from Lu Yang. 

 

“It’s so strong, how can there be a sense of calamity in the world?” Sun Yu said, and he felt fear for the 

first time since playing the game. 

 

At this point, the troll behind him had reached Sun Yu’s 29 yards nearest, and he threw a spear toward 

Sun Yu ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ Sun Yu heard the wind behind his head and hurried toward Dodging from 

the side, looking back, the troll was approaching, and he hurried to continue to escape. 

 



When Sun Yu came to the big stone at the foot of Lu Yang, the troll rushed into the sea of fire laid out by 

Lu Yang, and suffered a lot of damage. 

 

However, Lu Yang has a cloak of spores, and the hatred of the trolls is still concentrated on Sun Yu. 

 

“Master, run fast, watch out for the trolls to kill you.” As soon as Sun Yu’s words fell, suddenly, he felt a 

powerful oppression from the sky. 

 

He looked up into the sky, and a giant meteor with a diameter of 10 meters suddenly fell from the sky. 

 

“Boom ~!” 

 

In the middle of the sea of fire, at this time, among the sea of fire, the troll closest to Sun Yu was about 

to run out of the sea of fire, and the farthest one had just entered the sea of fire. 

 

Lu Yang had the right timing, and all the trolls were stunned in the sea of fire. 

 

System prompt: You killed a troll and gained 189 experience points (among which, you have 23 points 

for leapfrogging) 

 

System prompt: You killed a troll and gained 189 experience points (among which, you have 23 points 

for leapfrogging) 

 

… 

 

In less than 5 seconds, more than 80 trolls in front of him were all killed by Lu Yang, while on the other 

side, Sun Yu’s body burst into three lights. 

 

Chapter 62 - God Hunter Sun Yu 

  

He jumped from level 2 and a half to level 5. 



 

“So strong.” Sun Yu looked up at Landing Yang, and then he discovered Lu Yang’s name. 

 

“Lu … Yang …” Sun Yu suddenly realized, and said excitedly, “You are the top master Lu Yang in the 

domestic ranking list!” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “It’s me.” 

 

“Master, please bring.” Sun Yu immediately revealed his youthful nature, and sent Lu Yang’s thigh. 

 

Lu Yang laughed and said, “You are the first to let me take the upgrade.” 

 

Afraid of Lu Yang’s disapproval, Sun Yu said immediately, “Master, I’m very useful. I can pull the 

monsters and guarantee you how much I will pull you over.” 

 

Lu Yang wanted to collect Sun Yu. When he heard this, he said, “Okay, then take you to upgrade.” 

 

“It’s great.” Sun Yu was so excited that if he wanted to upgrade from Level 2 to Level 5, even if he used 

the method of pulling monsters, it wouldn’t be possible without 5 days. Tired to die. 

 

Lu Yang solved it in 1 second. If such a person does not follow the upgrade, it is completely a fool. 

 

Sun Yu asked: “Master, how can you make me blame, I’ll go.” 

 

Lu Yang looked at Sun Yu’s immature expression, feeling that the child was only fourteen or five years 

old, and said, “Don’t worry, you take a break first and restore your energy.” 

 

“Master, you are so interesting.” Sun Yu just pulled more than 80 strange ran away so far, but also to 

avoid the spear thrown from behind, really tired. 

 



“You picked up the things that burst out on the ground. These things will be sold back later, and we will 

be divided equally.” Lu Yang said. 

 

Sun Yu never went to pick up the whiteboard equipment that fell on the ground. He heard his words and 

shook his head, saying, “Master, it’s all up to you. You can take me to upgrade. I don’t want anything.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Obey, I’ll let you take it and hold it.” 

 

Sun Yu didn’t expect that Lu Yang was so fascinating, scratching his head and embarrassed and said, 

“Thank you, Brother, I’m welcome.” 

 

He really needs to get these things back to sell money. Hunter players are the most depressing, because 

the arrows they shoot are all bought for money. Although it is not expensive, it is really difficult to make 

money at the beginning of the game. 

 

Sun Yu went to pick up the equipment and money, while Lu Yang picked up the troll bone chain. After 

picking things up, he took Sun Yu back to the entrance of the troll forest. 

 

Sun Yu took out a piece of inferior bread and prepared to restore blood. According to the official settings 

of the game, players will lose blood after running for a long time. The blood volume is less than 5%, and 

they can only walk but not run. 

 

Lu Yang had some pity for Sun Yu, and the inferior bread was dying, but when he opened the free mode, 

his facial features felt to be open, otherwise he was attacked, and the system did not notify him. He 

must have watched Sun Yu ’s running posture. Free mode. 

 

Lu Yang took out a piece of crispy electric eel from his backpack and said, “Don’t eat inferior bread, eat 

me.” 

 

Sun Yu took the crispy electric eel, looked at the properties, and said in surprise: “Golden cooking, 

master, where did you get it?” 

 

“Want to know?” Lu Yang asked. 



 

Sun Yu quickly nodded and said, “Eating low-quality bread every day, I will be disgusted.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed and said, “I’ll tell you when you’re separated. This is no secret anymore. Many people 

know it.” 

 

Xia Yuwei, after all, they did not keep the secrets, and were found by some of the tracked players. 

However, it is not widely spread now, and people who know the secrets have not said it in a wide range. 

 

Lu Yang gave two sets of crispy electric eel meat to Sun Yu. After Sun Yu recovered, he said, “You’ll be in 

the room for a while, don’t attract too much, just 20 at a time.” 

 

“Master, can you still release the fireball falling from the sky?” Sun Yu asked. 

 

Lu Yang said: “That one has a CD, but I can also kill monsters without that skill. You go to blame, right, 

add a friend with me, and notify me 1 minute in advance when running back.” 

 

“Oh, okay.” Sun Yu accepted Lu Yang’s friend’s application and ran into the troll forest. 

 

When Lu Yang waited outside for about 3 minutes, Sun Yu sent a message to Lu Yang and said, “Master, 

I pulled 20 monsters back, and arrived in 1 minute.” 

 

“Okay.” Lu Yang raised his staff and arranged four flame paths in a straight line of 20 yards. After the fire 

wall was laid, Lu Yang stood at the end of the fire wall and saw Sun Yu running out of the forest with him 

behind him. Twenty trolls to take. 

 

“Master, what do you do?” Sun Yu asked. 

 

“Come to me.” After Lu Yang said, he held the staff to his chest with his right hand, and once again read 

the obscure secrets in his mouth. At the same time, his left hand slowly raised with each scale. 

 



The spell he released this time was the Flame of Light, a spell he had blasted out before he killed the 

troll Shaman Woggins. 

 

“Light Flames” 

 

Type: Fire Spell 

 

Cost: 28 mana 

 

Cast time: Instant 

 

Description: Sprays a flame of 3 yards forward, inflicting 64 Fire damage to enemies in a straight line. 

 

Originally this was a junk skill, but the last time a fire player improved the spell so that he can charge for 

10 seconds and then release it. 

 

After charging ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ the spraying distance has become 15 yards, and the width has 

become 3 yards. The damage caused by the fire flame is 4 times that of the regular damage. 

 

Now Lu Yang’s fire skill level is +1, the light energy flame has risen to level 2, and the damage has been 

increased to 174 points. After 10 seconds of charge, he can deal 696 points of damage, plus 191 points 

of damage. The actual damage is 887 points. 

 

The fire wall is laid for a distance of 20 yards. According to the rules of the game, if you stay inside the 

fire wall, it will cause damage every second, but there is another algorithm. If the target runs out of the 

fire wall within one second, it enters another fire wall. , It ’s counted as two injuries. 

 

Therefore, with the 20 yards of fire wall laid by Lu Yang, with the troll’s running speed, the 2000 blood 

troll died without running out of the fire wall, but Lu Yang was worried that Sun Yu ’s hatred was too low 

and his output was too high. There is a shift in hatred. Although it is unlikely that he has a cloak of 

spores, once the shift occurs and three trolls attack at the same time, Lu Yang must die on the ground. 

 



In order not to have any accidents, Lu Yang decided to use an improved version of the light flame. 

 

The troll was hurt while running inside the wall of fire, and his blood quickly came down. Just as the troll 

was about to die, the three headed trolls who ran 5 yards from Lu Yang suddenly aimed at Lu. Yang. 

 

The troll roared and made a spear-throwing gesture. Just at this moment, the last scale in Lu Yang’s 

mouth was over, and the left finger raised above his head was directed at the troll in front of him, and a 

flame almost as thick as the water tank burst suddenly Forward. 

 

Chapter 63 - Wrong 

  

System prompt: You killed the troll 

 

You have gained 187 experience 

 

System prompt: You killed the troll 

 

You have gained 187 experience 

 

… 

 

A series of 20 system prompts let Sun Yu breathe a sigh of relief. He came to Lu Yang’s side, scratched 

his head and said sorry, “Sorry, master, almost killed you.” 

 

Lu Yang didn’t expect the child to be so humble, and said, “It has nothing to do with you. I expected this. 

Take a rest and let’s continue.” 

 

Just now, even if the troll throws a spear, Lu Yang has two ways to dodge his skills. One is to dodge to 

the right. With his body, it is not difficult to dodge the lance. The second is blinking, blinking 30 Yard 

distance is done. 

 



Sun Yu thought that Lu Yang would blame him. He did not expect that Lu Yang was so good at talking. He 

immediately became happy. He said, “Well,” after sitting there for 2 minutes, he ran into the troll forest 

to pull the monster. 

 

… 

 

After pulling more than 40 waves of trolls in a row, Lu Yang killed more than 900 trolls, his level is almost 

10, and Sun Yu has also risen to level 6. 

 

“Master, it’s so cool to upgrade with you. I’ve reached the top 100 in the rankings, and now I’m also a 

master.” Sun Yu entered the list for the first time, very excited. 

 

Lu Yang had the experience of the last life, and it was very faint. If it was not for attracting more experts 

to join the guild, he would have hidden his name long ago. 

 

“There are a lot of good people in this game. Do not use the ranking list as a guideline, otherwise you 

will lose money.” Lu Yang advised. 

 

“Oh, I know the master, I went to pull the monster.” Sun Yu ran into the troll forest with his pet dog. 

 

Lu Yang looked at Sun Yu’s back and shook his head. This boy was obviously still a teenager and didn’t 

take his words seriously. 

 

After 8 minutes, Lu Yang looked at the time. This time, Sun Yu’s strange time was twice as long as usual. 

 

Just as he was curious, Sun Yu sent a message to Lu Yang, saying, “Master, I’m coming back.” 

 

“Did you encounter any problems?” Lu Yang asked while setting up a fire wall on the ground. 

 

As Sun Yu ran, he looked at the shaman Woggins who released the fireball and said, “No, I just met a 

magical troll while pulling the monster, and it took him a while to waste time.” 

 



Lu Yang watched Sun Yu’s news a little confused. He remembered that there were no magic mobs in the 

troll forest, the only one who could do magic was boss Woggins. 

 

As it happened, Sun Yu ran out of the forest with more than 20 trolls behind him. 

 

Lu Yang looked closely behind him and was seeing the troll Shaman Woggins running half a head taller 

than the other trolls. 

 

“I’m dizzy, why did you pull the boss out?” Lu Yang said silently. 

 

“Ah, this is a boss, I don’t know.” Sun Yu panicked. He was a bit afraid when he heard it was a boss. 

 

Boss moves 1.5 times faster than the player. At this point, Volkins has already reached a position less 

than 10 yards from Sun Yu, and he needs to release fireball. 

 

Sun Yu looked back, panicked and ran towards the front, but he ran in a straight line under panic. How 

could a person run faster than the speed of a fireball? Once hit by fireball, he would die. 

 

“Z-shaped running, running towards my right.” Lu Yang shouted. 

 

He quickly replaced the cloak of spores, chanting a spell in his mouth, and within three seconds, three 

Pyroblasts hit Voggins’s head. 

 

“670” (Critical Strike) 

 

“670” (Critical Strike) 

 

“670” (Critical Strike) 

 



“Roar ~” Volkins was furious, turned his head to target Lu Yang, and fireball flew towards Landing Yang. 

At the same time, because Lu Yang replaced the cloak of spores, without the equipment to reduce 

hatred, he entered The trolls who were injured by the fire wall also aimed at Lu Yang. 

 

“Woo ~” 

 

At the same time, more than 20 threw at the same time with the spear toward the landing sun, and Sun 

Yu, who saw the dense spear rain, was dumbfounded. 

 

“Master is careful.” 

 

Where would Lu Yang not know if he should be careful? Seeing that the spear was approaching, Lu 

Yang’s white light flashed on the position 30 yards behind him. 

 

Just after landing, Lu Yang raised his staff to continuously release the fire wall on the road ahead to 

connect with the previous sea of fire. 

 

When the trolls saw Lu Yang running away, they immediately chased them up. Among the sea of fire 

arranged by Lu Yang, there were 10 vertical walls of fire. The ordinary trolls were burned to death 

immediately after passing through the sea of fire. Only the troll Shaman Woggins passed through. After 

the sea of fire, stepped on the wall of fire released by the landing masculine chase. 

 

Lu Yang waited for Shaman Woggins. When he saw Woggins reaching a distance of 30 yards in front of 

him, a spell was read in his mouth. Pyroblast hits Woggins one by one at a rate of 0.5 seconds per round. 

On the body. 

 

A level 1 Pyroblast can only slow the elite’s casting speed, but a level 2 Pyroblast is not the same. 

Volgins, who played directly, is stiff, and even fireball can’t condense. 

 

Sun Yu watched Lu Yang’s Pyroblasts as if they flew across the air one after the other and struck 

Watkins. 

 

“How can a master cast so fast!” Thought Sun Yu. 



 

At this time, Lu Yang was completely unfocused. This method in front of him was common in high-end 

firemanship in his lifetime. This is also a system loophole, or a system that rewards top players. 

 

The deeper you understand the game and the longer you can practice the spell release speed, the faster 

you can achieve that speed. 

 

After releasing more than 50 Pyroblasts in a row, the health of Volkins hit by Lu Yang quickly dropped 

below 30%. 

 

“Damn humans, I want to make you pay ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ Wokins is furious, and the skin on his 

whole body turns blood red. 

 

Bloodthirsty: Immune to all control skills, increasing cast speed by 50%. 

 

At this time, Lu Yang’s back stiffness caused by Pyroblastism did not work for Woggins, and Woggins 

could finally release fireball. 

 

Lu Yang was not afraid, and still used Pyroblast to attack Woggins at a casting speed of 0.5 seconds. The 

moment when Woggins released the fireball 1.5 seconds later, Lu Yang evaded one person horizontally, 

which was just right. Dodge the attack of fireball. 

 

At this point, the sky had already entered the night. Although there was a bright moon in the sky, Sun Yu 

stood by but couldn’t see the faces of Lu Yang and Woggins. He could only see the fireballs that were 

constantly flying around them. . 

 

“This way you can hide away.” Sun Yu felt that Lu Yang was no longer human. 

 

Where does he know that this is Lu Yang’s true strength? With the memory in his mind, he calculated 

the moment when Volkins fired the fireball in his hands. As long as he avoided that moment, Lu Yang 

would easily avoid it. Fireball of the opponent. 

 

After 1 minute, the fire light disappeared in the night. 



 

System prompt: You killed Troll Shaman Woggins 

 

You have gained 3714 experience points (among which, you have 1251 experience in leveling monsters) 

 

Lu Yang’s golden light flashed on him, he finally reached level 10, walked to the boss and looked at the 

explosive equipment, and it was another Wokings bow (silver level). 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 64 - Special equipment 

  

He looked back at Sun Yu and said, “What’s going on, come and see.” 

 

“Oh.” 

 

Sun Yu came to Lu Yang and thought about it for a while, then he summoned his courage and said, 

“Master, I want to worship you as a teacher.” 

 

Lu Yang was happy, and unexpectedly Sun Yu would suddenly come up with such a sentence and asked: 

“I am a mage, you are a hunter, why do you want to worship me as a teacher?” 

 

“The evasive method you just used is too clever. This is not a matter of occupation, but real strength and 

judgment. Please accept me and teach me how to avoid enemy attacks.” Slowly, the tone became very 

firm. 

 

Having been together for such a long time, he felt that Lu Yang was not only superb in his skills, but also 

ranked first in the ranking of the full service. Moreover, this man did not have a bit of a shelf. Compared 

with the bosses of major trade unions, the city of Lamu was deep. , Hegemony is too domineering, black 

blood and so on are too lacking in morality. If you follow someone like Lu Yang, Sun Yu thinks that it is 



the best choice, but he is a little hesitant, afraid that a big master like Lu Yang will not agree with him. 

request. 

 

“I know my request is a little too much, but I will definitely work hard and I will never let the master 

down.” Sun Yu said expectantly. 

 

Will Lu Yang worry that Sun Yu disappoints him, of course not, the **** hunter of the previous life. 

 

Lu Yang originally wanted to solicit Sun Yu, but he knew that it was completely impossible to bundle a 

genius with his interests, and he had to pay with emotions. 

 

And Sun Yu was very loyal in his life. Iron Blood War Wolf was beaten from the 7 fortresses at the most 

brilliant time, leaving only one fortress. Most of the studios and main forces in the guild were recruited 

by other unions, but Sun Yu did not. Leaving, you can see the quality of this person. 

 

As for whether Lu Yang can be Sun Yu’s master? 

 

The output of the mage and the hunter have similarities. Besides, Lu Yang’s last ten years of fire, and he 

has also been a team commander. He has an understanding of any profession that is many times higher 

than Sun Yu. He guided Sun Yu’s words. This aspect of physical ability can make Sun Yu take two years 

less detour. 

 

Seeing Lu Yang’s delay, Sun Yu was anxious. 

 

“Master, please accept me.” Sun Yu begged. 

 

“You can accept it, but don’t call me a master. I should be older than you. Call me my elder brother or 

elder brother.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“It’s great.” Sun Yu cheered, he was still a child, and he couldn’t help but smile at Lu Yang’s candid 

appearance. 

 



“Since I have accepted you, I can’t be the boss.” Lu Yang picked up the bow of Wokings on the ground 

and handed it to Sun Yu. “This is a gift for you.” 

 

Sun Yu found the bow and arrow in Lu Yang’s hand. 

 

Volkins Bow (Silver) 

 

Level: 8 

 

Damage: 16-24 

 

Strength: +5 

 

Dexterity: +5 

 

Physical Attack: +12 

 

Chance of Physical Crit: +10 

 

“This weapon’s attributes are so good!” Sun Yu always held a low-level whiteboard weapon with a low-

quality long bow systematically. The damage of that bow was only 1-1. Now suddenly I saw the bow of 

Woggins. Sun Yu was so excited that he didn’t know what to do. 

 

However, although he really wanted the bow and arrow, he still refused to say: “Boss, this weapon was 

obtained by killing the boss. I was not in a position to help. I can’t ask for it.” 

 

“Hold it, just give it to the boss.” Lu Yang chose the gift function and put the equipment in Sun Yu’s 

backpack. 

 

This bow was previously sold by Lu Yang for 67 silver coins, and Sun Yu also saw this piece of equipment 

at the auction house. He wanted to buy it at the time, but he had no money. Later, the weapon was 



bought and returned. It made him feel heartache for a long time, but did not expect that Lu Yang gave 

him a hand now. 

 

“Boss, thank you.” Sun Yu said sincerely. 

 

He took a ring out of his backpack and put it in front of Lu Yang. “Boss, I have a little thing. Although it’s 

not a good thing, it’s special. It’s a special worship service. Don’t let it go.” . “ 

 

Lu Yang didn’t care about it at first, but when he saw the shape of the ring, he couldn’t help showing his 

excited expression. 

 

“Therapy ring?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

Sun Yu said in surprise: “Boss, you know this ring. I thought it was rare.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Of course it is rare. Where did you get it?” 

 

Healing Ring 

 

Grade 1 

 

Spell damage: 0—1 

 

Although the introduction is only a little bit, and this ring has no grade, this ring has a magical attribute. 

Anyone wearing this ring will have an extra skill called healing in the skill bar. 

 

“Cure” 

 

Type: Holy spell 

 



Cost: 20 mana 

 

Description: Release a healing spell to the target and immediately restore the player’s 26 health. 

 

In other words, as long as a player with magic value, wearing this ring can release healing. 

 

Sun Yu said, “I did a hidden mission, and the old man gave me it. I don’t have much use for this ring, it 

just feels fun.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “This ring is really very useful to me. I’m not polite to you.” 

 

This ring is not useful for ordinary people, it is a small toy made by the system to entertain players. 

 

Similar to this ring is the mage’s flame ring, which can release fireball; the warlock’s shadow ring ~ 

www.mtlnovel.com ~ can release shadow arrows; shaman’s lightning ring, release lightning chain and so 

on. 

 

However, this healing ring is too useful for Lu Yang. With this ring, he can do many things in advance. 

 

“Boss, you feel useful.” Sun Yu said. 

 

Lu Yang laughed and said, “Go, follow me into the troll forest. I will take you to level 8 to put on bows 

and arrows. During this time, I will teach you how to dodge, and you will try to do it in combination with 

my dodge.” 

 

“Okay.” Sun Yu quickly followed. 

 

Lu Yang can not only teach Sun Yu how to dodge, but also teach the key to Sun Yu’s output. Sometimes, 

some operation methods are clearly like a layer of window paper, which can be broken immediately, but 

if no one helps you break that layer Window paper, you have to waste a long time. 

 



Sun Yu is very talented to play games. Lu Yang has ten years of experience and has a profound 

understanding of the game. When Sun Yu outputs, his simple words can have a great effect on Sun Yu. 

Let Sun Yu admire Lu Yang even more. 

 

The two practiced for more than two hours. Lu Yang watched Sun Yu take a while to digest his 

experience, and took him to the 8th level. 

 

Lu Yang said: “For the time being, you can use the trolls to exercise your body. You can barely dodge in 

the face of a troll. When you practice to face the three trolls and you can avoid freedom, you will pass 

Online. “ 

 

“Good boss, I went to practice.” Sun Yu nodded and agreed. 

 

Chapter 65 - Goblin Engineering 

  

After Lu Yang explained some precautions and the place to avoid before going offline, he returned to St. 

Gall. 

 

After a day of fighting, the number of troll bone chains in his hands reached 1,214, which made him a 

little eager to find Bissell. 

 

From the square of St. Gall to the goblin camp in the west, Lu Yang found Bissell in the parliament hall. 

 

Troll bone chains of 99 as a group, Lu Yang clicked 13 consecutive tasks. 

 

System prompt: you get 19 silver coins and 80 copper coins 

 

You gain 99 reputation with venture capital firms 

 

System prompt: you get 19 silver coins and 80 copper coins 

 



You gain 99 reputation with venture capital firms 

 

… 

 

After the troll bone chains were handed over to Bissell, Lu Yang’s body flashed golden light. 

 

System Tip: Your Prestige in Venture Capital Camps Respects 

 

Bissell said, “Brother, are you the most respected friend of our venture capital company. Do you want to 

learn the best of the goblins? I am willing to teach you.” 

 

Goblin’s peerless science is goblin engineering, which is a good thing for other players who want to learn 

for a lifetime but can’t find a place to learn. 

 

Lu Yang said immediately: “Of course I am willing.” 

 

“30 silver coins,” Bissell said. 

 

Fortunately, Lu Yang used the troll bone chain to exchange 2 gold coins and 40 silver coins, otherwise he 

would not know where the 30 silver coins came from. 

 

“Brother, don’t make that look, you know, we goblins do things in a principled way,” Bissell said. 

 

“Well, I don’t mind, I’ll give you the money.” Lu Yang gave the money to Bissell. 

 

Bissell took a drawing from his backpack and gave it to Lu Yang, saying, “This is the primary learning 

method of goblin engineering. Come with me and I will teach you how to make it.” 

 

Lu Yang followed Bissell to the room behind the Chamber. There was an underground passage in the 

middle of the room. He followed Bissell into it. 



 

Through the underground tunnel, Lu Yang entered a very wide basement. In this basement, more than a 

dozen goblins are making engineering products. 

 

“This is our production workshop. Come with me. I will teach you how to make engineering products.” 

Bissell brought Landing Sun to a table that was not used by anyone. 

 

In his last life, Lu Yang had never studied goblin engineering, so he was especially serious when studying 

with Bissell. 

 

There are only two kinds of inferior [fire] medicine and inferior [explosive] medicine in the initial 

formula of goblin engineering. 

 

Inferior [fire] medicine is extracted from inferior stones. A total of 5 inferior stones are placed on the 

table. The stones are cut into rectangular cubes, the size of a football. 

 

After studying twice with Bissell, Lu Yang tried to make it by himself. After scrapping 2 inferior stones, he 

successfully extracted the inferior [fire] medicine from the fifth inferior stones. 

 

System prompt: You have successfully made inferior [fire] medicine 

 

Your Engineering Proficiency +1 

 

Inferior [explosive] medicine is made of inferior [fire] medicine and linen cloth. Linen cloth is made by 

living players to learn to collect. There are also 5 placed on the test bench. It is presented to Lu Yang For 

testing. 

 

He tried to make inferior [explosive] medicine with inferior [fire] medicine and linen, and the production 

was successful at one time. 

 

System prompt: You have successfully produced inferior [explosive] medicine 

 



Your Engineering Proficiency +1 

 

Lu Yang looked at the properties of inferior [explosive] medicine. 

 

Inferior 

 

Type: Throw 

 

Distance: 30 yards 

 

Description: Throws an inferior [explosive] medicine at the target, inflicting 37 damage to enemies 

within 5 yards in diameter. 

 

“Okay brother, now that you have learned how to make these two recipes, come to me when you 

improve your proficiency to 50. I will teach you new recipes, but you have to pay.” Bissell Said. 

 

Lu Yang knew that Bissell would say this. He said goodbye to Bissell. He came to the auction house. First, 

he sold the three stones, grass, dead grass, and silver leaf sold on the auction house at a price of 10 

copper coins. I bought 300 sets of herbs and spent 90 silver coins. 

 

These herbs are used by Lu Yang for anti-toxic drugs. After putting these materials in the bank, he found 

inferior ore and linen on the search page. 

 

There are very few players selling these two items because their utilization rate is too low. Inferior ore 

can only be used as a whetstone. This kind of item has no use except for primary forging. 

 

The same is true of linen, but there is a benefit to Luyang, that this thing is cheaper in the auction house. 

 

A group of 30 inferior ore auction houses only sold 5 copper coins and 6 copper coins on linen. 

 



Only 1 inferior ore is needed to make inferior [fire] medicine, so he bought only 1 set of inferior ore and 

linen, and only spent 11 copper coins. 

 

Back at the Goblin Engineering Workshop, he put the materials on the table and continued to make 

inferior * and inferior *. 

 

System prompt: You have successfully made inferior [fire] medicine 

 

Your Engineering Proficiency +1 

 

System prompt: You have successfully made inferior [fire] medicine 

 

Your Engineering Proficiency +1 

 

… 

 

After 30 successes in a row, Lu Yang mastered the method of making inferior [fire] medicine, then he 

took out the linen and started making inferior [explosive] medicine. 

 

Soon, he succeeded in making 26 times in 30 times, and made a total of 26 inferior [explosive] 

medicines. At the same time, he rushed the goblin engineering to 50 points of proficiency. 

 

Although the goblin engineering’s primary product is garbage, it is for Lu Yang. If you give these things to 

the first-level player, a few people hold inferior * and can easily upgrade in the first-level monster area, 

and, Whoever robs them can use low-quality * to kill people, which is very powerful for newcomers. 

 

In the same way ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ The intermediate formula of Goblin Engineering also has items 

that are useful for players at this level of Lu Yang. 

 

This item is called Iron Hand [Lei], and regardless of its power, this hand [Lei] can paralyze 5 seconds, 

which is enough to prove his power. 

 



Lu Yang returned to the Chamber and found Bissell, saying, “My proficiency has reached 50, and I want 

to learn a new recipe.” 

 

“My friend, of course, this is the list of recipes, which one do you want to learn.” Bissell asked. 

 

A trading box appeared in front of Lu Yang, with a lot of drawings on it. Among the many drawings, Lu 

Yang found iron hand [Lei], movable dummy, potent [Fire] medicine, and bronze pipes. 

 

Among them, the potent [fire] medicine is one of the materials for making iron sheet *, and the bronze 

pipe is one of the materials for making the dummy. 

 

Iron Hand [Thunder] and movable dummy are items that can only be made with a proficiency of 200, 

and potent [fire] medicine and bronze pipes are items that can be made with a proficiency of 115. 

 

According to the rules of the “Second World” game, the increase in proficiency is based on the level of 

materials used by players. 

 

If the player’s proficiency is level 0, then it can be improved with level 0 materials. If the player’s 

proficiency reaches level 50, then it cannot be improved with level 0 materials. It can only be improved 

with level 50 materials. Proficiency is 50, if you want to use 100 materials, you can’t use it. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 66 - Tin Hand [Thunder] 

  

To this end, Lu Yang bought another recipe of inferior copper shell [explosive] bombs and crude fire 

[medicine] powder, and then went to the auction house to buy the corresponding materials. 

 



The prices of bronze ingots and iron ingots are relatively high, and Lu Yang’s success rate is not very 

high. As a result, when Lu Yang rushes to the 200 level of engineering proficiency, he will have 40 silver 

coins left on his body. 

 

Fortunately, the materials used to make iron sheets * and movable dummy are strong * and bronze 

tubes, as long as you buy bronze ingots, iron ingots, wool and silk. 

 

To make an iron hand [Lei], it takes 3 potent [explosive] medicine, 2 iron ingots, and 2 silks. Lu Yang tried 

more than 30 times before he made 5 iron hand [Lei]. 

 

Tin Hand [Thunder] 

 

Type: Throw 

 

Distance: 30 yards 

 

Use interval: 2 minutes 

 

Description: Throw an Iron Hand [Thunder] to the target, inflicting 131 Fire damage to enemies within 5 

yards in diameter and paralyzing the target for 5 seconds. Any damage will interrupt this effect. It is very 

effective for targets above level 30 difference. 

 

Lu Yang shook his fist. With this hand [Lei], he has another capital in the current PK. 

 

After putting five hands [Lei] in the backpack, Lu Yang took out the bronze tube, bronze ingots and wool 

and began to make a dummy. 

 

The movable dummy is a bronze shell robot with a height of half a meter. It is very easy to make. 

According to the introduction on the drawing, Lu Yang successfully made a bronze robot for the third 

time after failing twice. 

 

Activity dummy 



 

Type: Defense 

 

Distance: Melee 

 

Qi and Blood: 300 

 

Use interval: 2 minutes 

 

Description: Place an active dummy on the ground. After being placed, the active dummy automatically 

releases the taunting skill, attracting the surrounding monsters to attack for 3 minutes. 

 

Although this blood can’t carry a common attack of any boss, even Lu Yang can kill him for a second, but 

when the enemy is under siege, placing an active dummy on the ground can win a lot for escape time. 

 

Lu Yang sorted out the rest of the material on his body, and after making 5 active dummy, all the 

materials on his body were exhausted. At this time, Xiao Liang called and called. 

 

Lu Yang pressed the connect button and asked, “What’s the matter?” 

 

“Boss, I’m offline to rest.” Xiao Liang said. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the time and realized that another night had passed. He said, “Okay, I’m offline too.” 

 

Open the game mode, Lu Yang chose to go offline. 

 

On the other side. 

 

Xia Yuwei and others are killing the bison in the bug position in the bison area. Over a day and night, 

more than 10 people who killed the monsters together will be upgraded to level 5. 



 

Xia Yuwei looked at the time and glanced at Zhang Zibo. 

 

“Let’s go offline and rest.” Xia Yuwei said. 

 

“Okay, I’m sleepy too,” Lan Yu said. 

 

“Also, let’s go offline and rest first. Tomorrow I will call you online.” Xia Yuwei said. 

 

“Okay, then we’re off too,” said Chenguang and others. 

 

Xia Yuwei nodded and quit the game first. 

 

Lan Yu also quit the game after finishing her backpack, but he just came out of the game room, a hot 

woman was staring at her with angry eyes. 

 

“Sister Yu Wei, what do you think I do?” Lan Yu was guilty. 

 

In real life, Xia Yuwei is a sophomore, and she has a bumpy body and a charming appearance. 

 

“Ask me why, what do you say?” Xia Yuwei said uneasily. 

 

Lan Yu reacted in an instant, and Xia Yuwei should be complaining that she didn’t say that Lu Yang was 

the “ordinary person” they knew by the moat before. 

 

“Ah, ah, I don’t know.” Lan Yuzhuang was acting stupid. 

 

“It’s not honest yet, let alone believe it or not, I’ll scratch you.” Xia Yuwei exposed the true color of the 

witch, and stretched out her delicate fingers and aimed at Lan Yu’s waist. 

 



“Ah, that, I don’t know.” Lan Yu shivered, and whenever Xia Yuwei showed such eyes, it was when she 

was going to have bad luck. 

 

“Since you don’t say it, don’t blame her sister.” Xia Yuwei grabbed Lan Yu’s itchy flesh and said with a 

grudge in her mouth. 

 

“You dead girl, knowing Lu Yang’s identity didn’t say earlier, I lost my sister yesterday and see how I can 

clean up you.” 

 

“Ah ~~ Help! ~” Lan Yu was brutally beaten and chased all over the dormitory. Unfortunately, the 

dormitory was so large. She wanted to run out, but another beauty in the same room had locked the 

door, This beauty is the beauty warlock in the regiment. 

 

Lan Yu could not run, and was also pinched by the two. In desperation, he could only talk about Lu 

Yang’s affairs. 

 

“Sisters, I know so much, please let it go.” Lan Yu looked at the two beautiful women with sparkling 

innocent eyes. 

 

“that is all?” 

 

“There is really only so much. I really don’t know his identity in reality.” Lan Yu said. 

 

“Forget it, let me see if you are sincere, but you should pay more attention to that Lu Yang. He looks 

very interesting to you.” Xia Yuwei said. 

 

“No.” Lan Yu’s face was a little red, and he also had a good impression on Lu Yang, but it was just a good 

impression. 

 

Xia Yuwei and the beautiful warlock only thought about Lu Yang’s affairs, and did not notice Lan Yu’s 

expression. 

 



On the other side, Lu Yang, who was exercising, couldn’t help sneezing, rubbing his nose, and said, “Is it 

cold, it shouldn’t be.” 

 

After exercising, Lu Yang returned to bed and continued to sleep. By the afternoon, he was back online. 

 

He took a look at his current attributes, including the addition of the arson’s staff, crispy electric eel 

meat, the heart of the demon, and other attributes, his attributes increased a lot. 

 

Lu Yang 

 

Level: 10 

 

Stamina: 23 

 

Strength: 21 

 

Intelligence: 153 

 

Dexterity: 23 

 

Constitution: 37 

 

Life: 592 

 

Magic: 1836 

 

Physical damage: 26-30 

 

Spell Damage: 242 



 

Defense: 33-39 

 

Chance of Physical Crit: 0 

 

Chance of Magic Critical Strike: 28.3% 

 

Spell recovery speed: 5 points / 5 seconds 

 

This level can have this attribute ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ enough to make Lu Yang arrogant to the entire 

game, even if the black blood find someone to besiege him, he can smash the entire blood union alone. 

 

“Black blood, it won’t be long, I am the first to destroy your union.” Lu Yang said secretly. 

 

Although he can go to revenge now, Lu Yang has no time for the time being. After the player reaches 

level 10, the game playability has become much more, including many fun mini-games. 

 

If you complete the mini-game, you can get a lot of special items, and now there is a mini-game that Lu 

Yang can complete in the city. 

 

There is a Shenyue circus near the market in the east of the city. They will come here to perform in the 

middle of each month. 

 

Originally, players were upgraded outside. No one came to the circus to watch a show. In the last life, 

two months after the game was opened, a casual player came to watch the show and accidentally 

triggered a hidden task, which exposed the task. 

 

Chapter 67 - Ten new tasks 

  

Lu Yang came to the gate of the circus. A clown-like NPC came to Lu Yang and said, “Sir, don’t you go in 

and see our performance?” 



 

“Of course.” Lu Yang walked into the circus. 

 

At this time of the day, various performances are being held in the circus, such as tightrope walking, fire 

circle jumping, and funny stage plays. 

 

Lu Yang walked through these areas and came to a thundering trampling performance area. 

 

Thunder trample, as the name suggests is in an arena with an area of 900 square meters, where the 

performers stand, and thunder lizards are constantly running out of the eight gates around the arena. 

The performers need to constantly avoid the lizards. Even if it meets, it fails. 

 

Lu Yang came to the spectator seat. At this time there was an NPC performing in the venue. He only 

opened 4 doors. 

 

Four Thunder Lizards, which are larger than elephants, rushed out of the door and adjusted their angles 

to the left and right, and rushed towards the performer together. 

 

When they ran, they were like elephants running on the ground. When they rushed towards the 

performers, they also lowered their heads and showed sharp corners on their noses. 

 

The performer ducked and avoided four Thunder Lizards. The Thunder Lizards that did not hit people did 

not look back, but ran into the opposite door. 

 

After successively avoiding several waves of Thunder Lizards, the gates around the arena changed from 

4 to 6, and then to 8. 

 

When the Thunder Lizard kept running out of the 8 gates, the difficulty increased many times. The 3-

second wave of Thunder Lizard was like a torrent in the field, and the performer was like a small boat, 

which could capsize at any time. 

 

“How about, our performance is very good.” A voice came from the side. 



 

Lu Yang looked over at the other side. This was a middle-aged man wearing a magic hat, a black tuxedo, 

and a moustache on his face. 

 

Lu Yang is looking for this person, he is the hidden NPC that triggered this task, the head of the circus 

Barnes. 

 

“It’s really difficult,” Lu Yang said. 

 

Barnes proudly said, “This is the game I think is the most male, young man. Are you interested in 

challenging it?” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Of course you can.” 

 

“Oh, I like a warrior like you, what difficulty you want to challenge.” Barnes asked. 

 

A virtual screen appeared in front of Lu Yang, with 2 doors, 4 doors, 6 doors, 8 doors, and 16 doors 

respectively. 

 

Lu Yang said, “I challenge 16 gates.” 

 

“Lady, this is not a smart choice. You have to know that you have only one chance to challenge. If you 

fail, you cannot challenge again. Are you sure you want to choose this option?” Barnes asked. 

 

System prompt: You met the head of Barnes in the circus. He sent you a brave challenge. You accepted 

the challenge and chose the highest difficulty. The head of Barnes praised your courage and confirmed it 

to you again. Do you really want to choose this difficulty. 

 

whether 

 

Lu Yang said, “Yes, I choose 16 doors.” 



 

Barnes said: “Well, now that you have chosen this way, I will explain the rules to you. When 16 doors are 

opened at the same time, a wave of Thunder Lizard will run out every 3 seconds, and the game time is 3 

minutes. , You can’t use any spells, and you can’t be touched by the Thunder Lizard once the game is 

over. “ 

 

“I see.” Lu Yang said. 

 

In his last life, he was no longer familiar with this rule. When he learned about this hidden task, he had 

spent more than a month researching strategies and statures, so he dared to challenge this task. 

 

Entering the center of the arena, Lu Yang looked around and turned into 16 open doors. He calmly took 

a long breath and said to Barnes on the stand: “It can begin.” 

 

Barnes shouted, “Ladies and gentlemen, today we welcome a brave challenger who will directly 

challenge the top 16 doors and let us applaud him warmly.” 

 

The countless NPCs around the field applauded at the same time, making Lu Yang feel like he was back 

in his life. 

 

That time, Lu Yang was desperate, and this time, he was confident. 

 

“3” 

 

“2” 

 

“1” 

 

“The game started.” Barnes shouted, and the 16 gates opened at the same time. The first 16 lizards ran 

out of the gate and roared. 

 



Lu Yang immediately ducked to dodge. Although the Thunder Lizard was running fast, the first wave was 

not difficult to dodge. 

 

The really difficult part is that the Thunder Lizard is very large, and you don’t know the direction of the 

second wave of Thunder Lizards standing in front of him. 

 

If you want to guess this, you can only rely on the player’s own high hearing and physical position. 

 

You can hear the footsteps of the Thunder Lizards behind, or you can avoid the first wave of Lizards in 

advance to observe the open space, and then you can avoid the next wave of Thunder Lizards. 

 

Coincidentally, in the past few years when Lu Yang was a mercenary, these two skills are very proficient. 

The mercenaries under the night confronted people in the tropical rain forest. If the opponent’s 

direction of shooting cannot be grasped, there is no difference between sending and death. . 

 

Lu Yang easily avoided 30 waves of Thunder Lizard in a row, and the audience at the scene was mad and 

stood up to applaud Lu Yang. 

 

Although it seems that the applause of these audiences is an affirmation to the players ~ 

www.mtlnovel.com ~ In fact, this is a deliberate interference item set in the game. If the players are 

disturbed by the applause of the audience, they will be distracted in the game. . 

 

The 16 lizards charged at the same time rushed from 16 angles, and once they were separated, it was 

almost a fatal ending. 

 

Lu Yang was not disturbed by external forces at all, and the spirit and spirit were all concentrated on the 

Thunder Lizard in front of him. After constantly running and dodging, and avoiding 20 waves of Thunder 

Lizards, Lu Yang found that the speed of the Thunder Lizards had increased . 

 

It turned out to be a wave of 3 seconds, but now it has risen to a wave of 2 seconds. In this way, Lu 

Yang’s difficulty in pulling out the seats becomes more difficult. 

 



After pulling for six waves in a row, he was oppressed to the bottom right corner. Behind him were four 

gates out of the Thunder Lizard, and in front of him were six Thunder Lizards running over. 

 

Behind them, there were chaotic footsteps. Lu Yang was not flustered at this time, but focused all his 

energy on his ears. He could hear the footsteps behind him clearly within 2 seconds by hearing. The 

sound is moving. 

 

Lu Yang immediately dodged toward the left side, and just after the first ground dragon, a right side 

rollover, Lu Yang just avoided the second Thunder Lizard behind him. 

 

Lu Yang still didn’t stop. He stood up and ran 6 steps in a row towards the left quickly. Just after he had 

reached the position, he suddenly rushed out 4 ground dragons and stepped over what he had just 

passed. region. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 68 - Challenge of the Joker King 

  

After avoiding the wave in front of him again, Lu Yang stopped and turned to look at Barnes standing on 

the stand. The last wave of Thunder Lizard had been hidden by him. 

 

Barnes raised his hands at this time and smiled and applauded Lu Yang. 

 

System Tip: Player Lu Yang successfully beat the 16-door challenge through Thunder, and broke the 

record of the Joker Emperor, obtaining an SSS rating. 

 

The system prompts: The Joker Emperor appears in the stands. 

 

A clown with a golden crown on his head appeared next to Barnes, as if talking to Barnes, and then the 

two walked together in front of Lu Yang. 



 

Barnes said: “Congratulations, Mr. Lu Yang, you successfully challenged the most difficult task of 

trampled by Thunder. Now you have two options, one is to accept the reward, and the other is to accept 

a new challenge. If you challenge Success, we will give you a higher reward. “ 

 

Lu Yang waited for this, pretending to ask, “What challenge.” 

 

Barnes pointed to the clown emperor and said, “This is a clown emperor. Just now you broke his record, 

so he wants to challenge you if you are willing to accept it.” 

 

The clown emperor is a head taller than Lu Yang. The white paint on his face and the exaggerated panda 

eyes make people look with a sense of fear. 

 

“Boy, I have kept this record for 10 years. I am very upset to be broken by you. I want to challenge you. 

Do you dare to accept it?” Said the clown arrogantly. 

 

System Tip: You have successfully broken the record that the Joker King has saved for 10 years, which 

makes the Joker King feel very disturbed. He decides to challenge you. If you succeed, the reward will be 

increased. 

 

whether 

 

Lu Yang said: “I am willing to accept the challenge, please state the rules of challenge.” 

 

He is waiting for the Joker King’s challenge. Only after completing the Joker King’s challenge can he get 

the prize he wants. 

 

The clown queen said: “Very well, this time the mission rules are very simple. You still dodge the 

thunder lizards of these 16 gates, but you also have to dodge me who will keep arresting you. If you get 

caught Even if you lose, if I get hit by a Thunder Lizard, even if I lose, how about it. “ 

 

This rule seems simple, but it is not simple at all. It is difficult to avoid the running lizard. It is also 

difficult to avoid a clown emperor who will choose to capture the target. 



 

Lu Yang said, “Yes, let’s start.” 

 

He also challenged this level in his last life. Although this level is difficult, as long as it is cleared, the 

rewards given are so rich that players can’t imagine it. 

 

“Very good, Barnes, you go to be a judge.” The clown emperor rang a finger and came to a position 10 

meters away from Lu Yang. 

 

Barnes came to the referee seat. 

 

“3” 

 

“2” 

 

“1” 

 

“Game start.” 

 

As soon as the words fell, the Joker Landing Sun fluttered, and at the same time, 16 doors opened at the 

same time, and there was a Thunder Lizard inside each door. They roared towards the Landing Sun. 

 

The Joker Emperor is moving very fast, and in 2 seconds, he came to Lu Yang. 

 

Once Lu Yang was caught, he would be judged to be defeated. Lu Yang watched the Joker Emperor come 

to his presence, and a horrible smile appeared on the face of the Joker Emperor. 

 

“Child, you lost.” The clown screamed and grabbed Lu Yang’s collar with both hands. At this moment, Lu 

Yang suddenly stepped back 6 steps. 

 



As soon as the Joker King shot down, he unwillingly gritted his teeth and continued to chase after the 

landing, but he did not wait to run two steps. The Joker King found that a Thunder Lizard rushed over 

from the side, and he could only dodge. 

 

Lu Yang wanted to trick the Joker Emperor into being hit by a Thunder Lizard, but the Joker Emperor was 

too fast to escape, and the first deception was unsuccessful. 

 

At this time, the Thunder Lizard in the field kept running across them, blocking the sight of the two. Lu 

Yang wanted to determine the position of the Joker Emperor, and needed to run left and right to open 

the space. At the same time, he also noticed that he would not He will collide with the Joker Emperor 

while pulling the space, and he will also pay attention to the direction of the next wave of Thunder 

Lizard. 

 

The Joker Emperor is also looking for Lu Yang. After evading the Thunder Lizard several times in a row, 

he pulled out of the space and quickly found Lu Yang’s location. 

 

“I’ve found you.” The Joker Emperor opened his hands and fluttered towards the landing sun with a 

strange smile. 

 

Lu Yang hurriedly calculated the data. After thinking of the most reasonable path, he immediately ran 

towards the northeast. 

 

Only in the process of running, Lu Yang suddenly thought of Liu Jie, an unwilling mood came to his mind, 

which reminded him of his years of hiding in Tibet. 

 

Looking back at the clown emperor, Lu Yang’s face showed an angry expression, his ears heard the 

footsteps around him, and Lu Yang immediately came up with a new way to complete the task. 

 

While avoiding the Thunder Lizard, he ran towards the dead corner in the northeast. 

 

The Joker Emperor also quickly approached the landing sun while avoiding the Thunder Lizard. 

 



At this time, the two were still 8 meters away from the northeast corner, and the Joker Emperor was 

only 5 meters away from Lu Yang. 

 

Seeing that the Joker Emperor was getting closer, Lu Yang did not panic, but continued to follow the 

predetermined trajectory towards the northeast corner. 

 

The smile on Jester Emperor’s face grew brighter, as if he had already seen the scene where Lu Yang was 

caught by him. 

 

After a while, the distance between the two was 3 meters, and Lu Yang was only 2 meters from the 

corner. 

 

This distance, as long as the door is open ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ The Thunder Lizard can rush out to hit 

Lu Yang. If he wants to avoid, it has become very difficult. 

 

Lu Yang also noticed this, but the timing he chose was good. It was the moment the previous Thunder 

Lizard ran out, and he hid behind the Thunder Lizard. 

 

The Joker Emperor is in trouble. He needs to avoid not only one Thunder Lizard, but also two Thunder 

Lizards from the side, which makes him a little bit embarrassed. In the middle, he avoided the attack of 

the Thunder Lizard and continued to walk towards the landing sun. 

 

At this point, the distance between the two was 2 meters, and Lu Yang also pulled to a place only 1 

meter from the northeast corner. 

 

Behind Lu Yang is the door to release the Thunder Lizard, and in front is the Clown Emperor, who has 

nothing to hide. 

 

“Boy, you lost.” The Joker Landing fluttered in the sun. 

 

There was a smile on the corner of Lu Yang’s mouth. He chose to lie down on the body where the Joker 

Emperor flew over. 

 



A Thunder Lizard suddenly rushed out of the gate, while he lowered his head and pointed the sharp 

corner of his head towards the front. 

 

The moment Lu Yang lay down, he just avoided the sharp horns of the Thunder Lizard, and the Joker 

Emperor faced the Thunder Lizard rushing forward and the Thunder Lizard rushed out of the fence on 

both sides at the same time. The thunder lizard hit the body. 

 

System prompt: You have successfully defeated the Joker King, the mission is over 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 69 - Band of Dreams 

  

Lu Yang was waiting for his body to be trampled by the Thunder Lizard. He was ready, but suddenly all 

the Thunder Lizards on the field disappeared, and only the Joker Emperor stood in front of him. 

 

The clown emperor said helplessly, “Young man, I was defeated by you.” 

 

Lu Yang stood up from the ground and said, “Fortunately.” 

 

The clown emperor was speechless. Lu Yang did not win by chance. He first introduced himself into 

desperation, then rationally used the rules. The principle of whoever was touched first lost, and he hid 

on the ground. I passed the Thunder Lizard’s head, but I didn’t think of it, and chased after him, just hit 

by the Thunder Lizard’s horn. 

 

If he didn’t rush up, as long as there was 0.1 seconds, Lu Yang would be stepped on by the Thunder 

Lizard’s foot, even if he lost. 

 

“Since you won, this thing will be given to you.” The Joker Emperor put a ring in front of Lu Yang. 

 



Lu Yang looked at the ring in front of him and took it with excited hands. 

 

Band of Dreams 

 

Level: 10 

 

Spell damage: 2-5 

 

Physical damage: 2-5 

 

Description: This is a mysterious ring. Anyone who sees it will be confused by it. 

 

This ring is one of the nine special equipments famous in the last life. Anyone who possesses magic 

wears this ring will get a skill called the light of dreams. 

 

The Light of Dreams 

 

Type: Special Magic 

 

Cost: 30 mana 

 

Distance: 30 yards 

 

Description: Send a ray of dreams to the target and have a chance to control non-dead creatures to fight 

for you. 

 

Lu Yang put so much effort into this dream ring, as long as he had this thing, he could summon the same 

baby. 

 



He immediately bid farewell to the Joker Emperor and reached the level 20 map of White Light Town 

from the portal of St. Gall. 

 

Baiguang Town is a very beautiful town, but the monsters outside the town are the most disgusting of 

all 20 level monsters. 

 

Because most of the monsters on this map are spiders, either a half-human tall Sirius spider, a one-man 

purple-black flower kiss spider, or a half-human tall gray hairy throwing spider. 

 

These three spiders are more disgusting than one, and melee players never come here to fight 

monsters. 

 

Nobody is willing to face a six-eyed hairy monster when he is all right. 

 

Fortunately, Lu Yang is a long-range magic attack, and his blood and spell damage are high enough to 

come here. 

 

He killed the spider all the way to the forest above Baiguang Town. 

 

System prompt: you found the forest of eternal sin 

 

The trees in Eternal Sin Forest are not tall, but spider webs are everywhere in the forest. 

 

Lu Yang searched carefully while killing spiders in the forest. Suddenly, a white figure ran past Lu Yang. 

 

Lu Yang’s eyes brightened and he hurried after him. 

 

After killing 6 spiders in a row, Lu Yang saw the white figure. 

 

Eternal Sword Guard 



 

Level: 0 

 

Qi and blood: 500/500 

 

When Lu Yang shook his fist, he finally found the baby and wore the ring of dreams on his fingers. Lu 

Yang used the light of dreams at the sword guard of eternal crime. 

 

A white light fell on the head of Eternal Sword Guard, and the name of Eternal Sword Guard became 

yellow. 

 

System prompt: Summon failed 

 

Lu Yang was not discouraged, and continued to use the light of dreams, after more than 30 consecutive 

failures. 

 

System prompt: You have successfully summoned Eternal Sword Guard 

 

Next to the name of the Eternal Sword Sword Guard, an extra parenthesis was added, which contained 

the words Landing Yang, indicating that the Eternal Sword Sword Guard was owned by Lu Yang. 

 

The summoned Eternal Sword Guard came to Lu Yang’s side and said respectfully, “My master, I am 

willing to obey your orders.” 

 

Lu Yang was a little excited, and he finally summoned the Eternal Sword Blade Guard. Don’t look at the 

Eternal Sword Blade Guard’s attribute garbage now, but he raised the Eternal Sword Blade Guard to 

level 7. His attributes skyrocketed and his blood became 3200/3200. , The attack power becomes 476, 

and the defense power becomes 600. 

 

A 20-level top-level guardian knight has up to 3,000 points of blood, while the top-level violent combat 

has more than 400 attack power, and the top-level defense combat has more than 500 defense power. 

 



An Eternal Sword Guard has much higher player attributes than more than 20 levels. Being able to 

obtain such a powerful thug at level 10 is the dream of every mage player. 

 

Lu Yang had never received the Blade of Eternal Sword in his life, because each time the Blade of Eternal 

Sword was refreshed, it would cause a PK tragedy, and numerous grand guilds tore their faces because 

of the Blade of Eternal Sword. 

 

He was so excited that he was so easily given this life. 

 

However, there are several considerations for using Eternal Sword Guard. First, Eternal Sword Guard 

cannot enter the city. Once entering the city, it will be attacked by the guards. Second, Eternal Sword 

Guard will get rid of every 4 hours. For the control of the mysterious dream ring, the player must be re-

summoned. Third, if you want to upgrade the eternal crime sword guard, you can only let the eternal 

crime sword guard kill the monster by himself, and the player does not count for him. 

 

Lu Yang looked around at the level 25 monsters, and the attributes of the Eternal Sword Guardian level 

0. There was no way he could only take the Eternal Sword Guard all the way from the level 25 map to 

the level 0 map Huayu Plain. 

 

Ten hours later, Lu Yang returned to the 8th level map of the Huayu Plain—Viper Canyon. 

 

This place is full of yellow, red and black poisonous snakes. The poisonous poison of the poisonous 

snake is very fierce, which makes the player very headache. However, the defense force of the 

poisonous snake is very low, there is almost no defense. 

 

Lu Yang saw a yellow poisonous snake, and blasted in the mouth with Pyroblast. 

 

“336” 

 

Lu Yang’s Inflammatory Surgery Hit the Body of a Yellow Viper ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ 咝 “ 

 

The yellow poisonous snake immediately swayed and climbed towards the landing sun. His crawling 

speed was very fast, and when the body swayed, it gave a creepy feeling. 



 

However, the yellow snake’s blood volume is not much, only 1100 points of blood. Lu Yang’s three 

pyrotechnics deliberately did not hit the crit and killed 1084 points of blood. 

 

Seeing the yellow poisonous snake coming in front of him, Lu Yang commanded the Eternal Sword 

Guard to rush up and chopped the yellow poisonous snake to its place for 10 consecutive times. 

 

System prompt: You have gained 110 experience 

 

Lu Yang looked at the side of the yellow poisonous snake without dropping any equipment. He took the 

Eternal Sword Guard into the canyon. 

 

After playing all the way for more than 2 hours, Lu Yang finally successfully brought the Eternal Sword 

Guard to level 4. 

 

At this time, Eternal Sword Guard didn’t need Lu Yang to help him deliberately. He only needed to 

attract the monsters. With more than 100 attack power, 10 Eternal Sword Guard could hack a yellow 

poisonous snake. 

 

Not long after, Lu Yang’s Eternal Sword Guard reached level 7, and at this time, a black light suddenly 

appeared on the body of Eternal Sword Guard. 

 

Subsequently, the body of Eternal Sword Guard was twice as long as the original, and the two-handed 

sword in his hand became a long-handled sword. 

 

The armor on his body also changed from silvery white to pure black, and the violent power was 

constantly flowing from the armor. 

 

Chapter 70 - Full Grade Eternal Sword Guard 

  

Lu Yang looked at the Eternal Sword Guard near him, nodded with satisfaction, and continued to take 

the Eternal Sword Guard to explore the Valley of the Serpent. 



 

He remembered that there was a three-headed snake boss in the Valley of the Serpent. If he could be 

killed, he could get a lot of things. 

 

However, the map of the Valley of the Snakes is very large, and it takes four hours to run all down, just 

as Lu Yang recalled his last life about the three-headed snake strategy. 

 

The sound of “咝 ~ 咝 ~” suddenly came from a distance. The sound was very sharp, and there was a 

sound of rubbing stones on the ground, as if something was rolling over it. 

 

Lu Yang walked to a corner in front of him and looked inside, his eyes widened uncontrollably, with a 

height of 2 people and three black snakes comparable in size to the bison crawling slowly from a 

distance. 

 

Three black snakes (boss) 

 

Level: 8 

 

Qi and Blood: 22000/22000 

 

Lu Yang was looking for him. He looked at the vipers that had been cleaned up by him. Lu Yang raised his 

staff in his hand and used burning skills on the three black snakes. 

 

“262” 

 

Three heads of three black snakes found Lu Yang at the same time, and six eyes stared at the landing 

sun and swung their bodies towards the landing sun quickly. 

 

System prompt: Three black snakes charge you 

 



The charge of the three black snakes is different from other monsters. When the three black snakes 

charge to the target, his three heads will open the blood basin and bit the target at the same time. 

 

The left head has ice damage, the middle head has high physical damage, and the right head has poison 

damage. 

 

Once bitten, it slows down by 70%, drops blood by 40 points per second, and directly receives 400 

physical damage. 

 

Lu Yang watched the three black snakes rush towards himself. Before, he would evade with flashes, but 

now he does n’t need the Eternal Sword Guard, and gives an order to the Eternal Sword Guard. The 

Eternal Sword Guard stops immediately at Lu. In front of Yang. 

 

“嘭” 

 

Three black snakes were installed on the body of Eternal Sword Guard. 

 

“-1” 

 

“-20” 

 

Eternal Sword Guard should resist the attack of three black snakes, and because the Eternal Sword 

Guard’s defense power is 600 high, the middle head of the three black snakes can only cause 1 point of 

damage to Eternal Sword Guard , While the Eternal Sword Blade Guard has a high resistance to poison, 

which can only cause half of the damage. 

 

The last ice head had the ability to slow down, but Eternal Sword Guard didn’t need to escape at all, he 

stood in place and chopped with three black snakes. 

 

Lu Yang is very satisfied with the strength of the Eternal Sword Guard, and continues to use the burning 

skills on the three black snakes. 

 



Because the Fire Spell Skill of the Devil’s Heart is +1, the Burning skill has also been upgraded to Level 2. 

After using the boss, the additional fire damage has been increased from 15 to 30. 

 

After Lu Yang added 5 layers of burning to the three black snakes, the fire damage to the boss increased 

by 150 points. 

 

Subsequently, a Pyromance spell was spoken in his mouth, and a Pyromance hit the head of the three 

black snakes precisely. 

 

“1072” (Critical Strike) 

 

The Boss only had 22,000 points of blood, and Lu Yang killed one-twoth of the Boss in one crit. 

 

However, Lu Yang had a cloak to reduce hatred, and the three black snakes roared but did not look at Lu 

Yang at all, still aiming at Eternal Sword Guard. 

 

Eternal Sword Guardian ’s damage to the boss is not low. Each sword can kill three black snakes with 

more than 130 points of blood. His attack speed is very fast, on average, 1 knife per 1 second, and it 

takes 10 seconds More than 1,000 points of blood. 

 

Lu Yang took the Eternal Sword and Blade Guard to output only 1 minute, and the three black snakes 

were beaten by Lu Yang with only more than 6000 points of blood. 

 

While Lu Yang was preparing to kill the three black snakes with all his strength, suddenly, Lu Yang heard 

footsteps behind him. 

 

He looked back, and suddenly his face was frozen, and this person he knew was the number one 

bloodthirsty fighter in the Bloodlust League, Ye Guxing. Among the people who ambushed Lu Yang in his 

last life, there was him. 

 

Ye Guxing also saw Lu Yang, and also saw three black snakes in the boss. 

 



“Brothers, luck is good today.” 

 

“Yes, you are right, this trip is really rewarding.” The speaker is called the Bloodbath Demon King, an 

elder of the Bloodlust Alliance. 

 

The other six people who followed followed laughed loudly. They upgraded outside the Serpentine 

Valley. Ye Guxing found that the serpent in the Serpentine Valley had been killed. Immediately thought 

that there must be someone inside, a few people started to kill and wanted to burst out The other party 

’s equipment did not expect that after they came in, they not only saw the person, but also the boss 

who had been beaten into residual blood. 

 

Ye Guxing said: “Kill first, then everyone kills the boss together.” 

 

“Okay.” The six people behind them rushed towards the landing sun together. 

 

Although Lu Yang can’t see their level, guess that they can also have a minimum level of 5. 

 

However, facing this level is just like looking for death. Lu Yang politely said a spell, and Pyroblast 

appeared in his hand, and struck a soldier who charged him. 

 

“Oh ~” 

 

“386” 

 

A total of more than 200 soldiers of level 5 had blood and blood, and they were hit directly by Lu Yang 

and died on the ground. 

 

However, due to the inertia of the charge, he slid on the ground for a distance while dying horizontally. 

 

Lu Yang ignored this funny situation, he has found that among the players opposite, there are 1 

Warlock, 2 Mage, 1 Rogue, 2 Warriors and 2 Priest. 



 

Among them, Night Lone Star was a thief, and the soldiers who saw Lu Yang killed them immediately 

used stealth. The Bloodbath Lord was a warlock and was reading the Shadow Arrow, and 2 mages were 

also reading the Frost Arrow. 

 

Another warrior did not want to charge at first, thinking that his companion rushed forward, and so 

many people’s attacks could kill Lu Yang, but seeing Lu Yang’s inexplicable move killed his companion ~ 

www.mtlnovel .com ~ Hurrying towards the landing sun. 

 

Lu Yang didn’t care about the charge of the other side. When he watched the other side rushing over, Lu 

Yang suddenly used the flash. 

 

A white light flashed, Lu Yang easily avoided the opponent’s skills, and appeared next to the Warlock 

and the two mages. 

 

The three of them were about to release the spell, but Lu Yang’s sudden disappearance made the three 

lose their targets. 

 

“What about others?” Yuba Yuba asked. 

 

Lu Yang went to Yuxue Bawang and said, “I’m behind you.” 

 

The Yuba Overlord then discovered the existence of Lu Yang, and hurriedly turned the two wizards to re-

release the magic, but how could Lu Yang give them this opportunity. 

 

“Resistant Fire Ring” 

 

A golden ring of fire burst out of Lu Yang’s body, spreading fiercely around. 

 

“嘭” 

 



The three members of Yuxueba suddenly felt an irresistible force when they met the ring of fire. At the 

same time, the three of them were backed up by more than 10 yards backward by Lu Yangbing before 

stopping. 

 

Lu Yang took advantage of this opportunity to return to a Pyroblast to kill the soldier who rushed over 

again, and then used the instant burning skills. 

 

“272” 

 

“272” 

 

2 consecutive burns easily burned to death 2 priests who had just reached 150 points. 

 


